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Why charm is charming?
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● CP violation (CPV) and mixing are suppressed in charm

○ Room for new physics enhancement

● Predictions are difficult due to low-energy

strong interaction effects

● Experimental measurements are crucial

● LHCb is one of the main players:

○ 2013, first observation* of D0 mixing in D0→Kπ

○ 2019, first observation of direct CPV in D0→hh
* from a single measurement

[Phys.Lett. B222 (1989) 501]



● E. Solominidi:
theoretical estimations 
using a data-driven 
approach

● S. Maccolini:
measurement of the 
individual ACP(D0→hh)
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𝝙ACP

?



Theory
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based on Phys.Rev.D 108 (2023) 3, 036026 
with Antonio Pich & Luiz Vale Silva 

(& new preliminary results)



How CP violation arises
Generally: at least 2 interfering amplitudes 

Can be parameterised as

                                                                                        

and consequently 

At the scale of the charm quark mass: 
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current-current operators penguin operators

affect branching ratios
& aCP’s

affect only aCP’s

Challenge: to calculate 

where



A first estimate: Large number of colors

At the limit of a very large number of colors NC , scattering between mesons is suppressed 

Large NC  leads to the factorization of hadronic matrix elements (no use of large NC for the 
Wilson coefficients) 

yields 

where e.g.
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Results in:
✅ Correct estimation 
of some decay amplitudes 

❌ No prediction for the strong phases 
→ necessary for CP violation!  
[See also Lenz, Piscopo, Rusov ‘23]

For decay constants & form factors: lattice
 (χPT for ππ scalar form factor)



How to incorporate strong phases: isospin & 
unitarity

Isospin is a good symmetry 

of strong interactions - Use Wigner-Eckart theorem

The S-matrix is unitary 

In isospin-zero, spin-zero, the strong S-submatrix is 

also unitary 

(assumption: no other channels leak to ππ and KK)

If isospin-zero ππ and KK channels didn’t communicate: 

Watson’s theorem 

Instead now the phases of D→PP depend on the 

magnitudes of D→PP + the strong S-submatrix 
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Both ππ and KK have an isospin-zero component

[see also Gavrilova,Grossman, Schacht ‘23]

strong-interaction-driven



How the phases affect the amplitudes
Through analyticity by applying Cauchy’s theorem

and if rescattering is elastic, through unitarity we get 
the dispersion relation

which has the solution (Omnes)

   

8limit of no rescattering → large NC Omnes factor Ω;  Large phases modify amplitude

No rescattering

We correct large NC  /
factorization by incorporating 
s-channel
rescattering of the final states



Two-channel case

In the isospin-zero block there are both ππ and KK : 

now becomes 
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rescattering no rescattering

where Ω is a 2-by-2 matrix

that has to be found numerically 

by solving the two-channel dispersion relation

● In the language of hadronic matrix elements: 

Non-diagonal Ω creates

 

D
π

π
s-loop

Long-distance penguins 



Implementation of the strong rescattering 
Isospin zero:
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σ

f
0

(980)

KK threshold

[Kaminski, Pelaez, Yndurain ‘07, Garcia-Martin, Kaminski, Pelaez, Ruiz de Elvira, Yndurain ‘11, Pelaez, Rodas, Ruiz De Elvira ‘19]

● Data-driven parameterizations taking into account known resonances & other features 
● Extrapolations for energies higher than 1.9 GeV

 
Isospins 1 and 2: 
● Elastic ππ, KK rescattering
● No (enough) data available → use measured Br’s of D+ decays 

less certain; 
different datasets
considered

free

σ f
0

(980)

KK threshold
f

0
(1370) 

+...



Sorting through the uncertainties
Solving the Omnes equations provides a full description of the decay amplitudes

→ Select among the strong rescattering input 

the one that yields values close to exp. Br’s for all decay channels simultaneously 
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Only this I=0 inelasticity survives,
giving an Omnes matrix like 

→ large rescattering between ππ 
and KK in the I=0 channel 

Close to some 
available data for 
I=2 phase ✓



Sources of CP violation
At the quark level (full theory): 
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vs

λ
d

λ
s
, λ

b
At the level of amplitudes:
Recall: different weak phases & strong phases needed
For D→ ππ (similarly for D→KK):
One I=2 amplitude

If ππ did not rescatter to KK: 
                                            
                                                                                            
 
→ Only source would be interference of I=2 vs I=0 short-distance penguin

Instead: more sources of CP violation now
BUT cancellations between different CPV sources turn out small 

and several I=0 amplitudes 

Long-distance penguin Short-distance penguin
(significant for Q6 
operator-annihilation topology)

(current-current operators implied)

(Watson’s theorem)

AND



Results: CP asymmetry predictions 
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We find ~⅓ of the measured value!

while

and similar levels predicted for 

● SU(3) breaking manifested through differences in ππ, KK channels; comparable 
to known levels

● Expressed in terms of two amplitudes:

no sufficient enhancement of the 
CP-odd amplitudes  

Also: if we want to bypass the rescattering inelasticity, 
we still manage to constrain the aCP coming from the 
interference of isospin-zero amplitudes
to a few * 10-4

while the aCP from isospin-2 interference with isospin-0 
would require unnaturally large Omnes matrix elements 

[preliminary]



Experiment
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based on Phys. Rev. Lett. 131, 091802

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.131.091802


How can you measure ACP?
● Choose a flavour-specific decay such as D*+→ D0π+ (prompt) to determine 

whether the meson is a D0 or D0bar

● The raw asymmetry (A) in D0 → K-K+ decays

includes both physics and detector effects:
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Strategy for ACP(D0→K-K+)

● Prompt D0→K-K+ collected during Run-2

● Two methods to cancel nuisance asymmetries:

- D+ decays, same used in Run-1 analysis (CD+)

- Ds+ decays, new! (CDs+)

● Correct raw asymmetry A using samples of Cabibbo-favoured (CF) D0, D+ and 

D(s)+ decays (where CPV can be neglected):
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particles with same color 
must have identical 

kinematic distributions
→ weighting!



Weighting procedure
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Yields and impact of the weighting

● Statistical precision on ACP limited by the calibration samples after the 

kinematic weighting, in particular by D+→KSh+ decays
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Results

● The combination of the two approaches yields:

● Run1+Run2 measurements are combined and CP violation in D0→π-π+ is 

extracted considering the observed CPV in 𝚫ACP
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with  = 88%

𝚫ACP = ACP(D0→K-K+) - ACP(D0→π-π+)
                              = (−15.4 ± 2.9)x10-4

[Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 211803]

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.211803


Discussion
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What is going on?
The discrepancy between theory and exp persists in D0→ π+π-

Independent theoretical determinations agree in this aspect: LCSRs [Khodjamirian, Petrov ‘17 + Lenz, Piscopo, Rusov 

‘23] ✔, U-spin breaking arguments [Schacht ‘23] ✔

Could something be missing from the theory prediction? 

● 3rd channel in isospin zero? e.g. ρρ, α1 π (→ 4π)

→ rescattering expected to be small (but maybe important for aCP?)

→ no data available as required for dispersion relations - would require model dependence 

● Could try to understand better I=2 (we don’t predict the rescattering but use exp. Br’s)

→ no known resonances & most likely elastic ππ→ππ

Theoretical cross-checks:

● More theoretical determinations of related channels: D→3π (could highlight the enhancement of aCP 
from some resonance ), D→ππμμ 

● Address indirect CPV theoretically? (could shed light into underlying long-distance dynamics)

Experimental cross-checks of studied channels (see next slide): 

●                                        already theoretically calculated [see also Nierste, Schacht ‘15]

NP? 

● Z’ model breaking U-spin, see [Hiller et al. ‘23] also [Lenz, Rusov et al. ‘19] 22

LHCb
Pich, ES, Vale Silva ‘23
&‘24 (in preparation)



Experimental “cross-checks”
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[JHEP 09 (2023) 129][PLB 728 (2014) 585]● D→3π: statistic tests
- (2014-Run1) no evidence for CPV in D+→π-π+π+ (3 M)
- (2023-Run2) no evidence for CPV in D0→πππ0 (2.4 M)
ongoing work for D+→π-π+π+ with Run2 data…
Upper limit on ACP? Not trivial!
Several millions of decay candidates (precise results
could be achieved) but experimentally challenging!

● D0→KSKS:
no evidence for ACP so far (uncertainties ~ percent)
measured by LHCb, Belle and recently CMS

● D0→π0π0:
Measurement from Belle
Uncertainty of 6x10-3, ~10 times bigger than ACP(D0→hh)
D0 vertex non-reconstructible (not favourable for LHCb maybe in U2…)

[PRL 112 (2014) 211601]

[PRD 104 (2021) 3, L031102]
[CMS-BPH-23-005]



How can we do better?

● Run1+Run2 data:

○ ACP(D0->hh): new strategy ongoing with D0->KSpipi decays

● Upcoming Run3 data:

○ x4 statistics (luminosity)

○ new online selections,

eg. Hlt1 on Ks decays

○ Studies ongoing for new strategies
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NB: ACP(D0→hh)
measurement limited by the 
calibration samples to control 
nuisance asymmetries



Thank you!
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BACKUP (theory) 
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More rescattering 

Isospin-zero ππ+ΚΚ phase 

Fewer uncertainties 

Using only this results in 

KK in I=1: not available 

Isospin-two ππ phase

Elastic - admits Omnes solution  

which at infinity behaves as 

and has to go to zero 

→ phase has to go to positive multiples of π 
27

S-wave phase-shifts



Naive estimate of final-state-interaction effects

We can write [Bauer, Stech, Wirbel ‘86]

where the bare amplitudes come from factorization (no strong phases) 

This reproduces correctly Watson’s theorem in the limit of elastic rescattering 

What S-matrix unitarity gives: 
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→ No direct solution for the amplitudes; can relate them to the rescattering phases



Br’s and ACP’s as functions of the free phases
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Isospin-2 Isospin-1



BACKUP (experiment) 
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ACP(D0→KK) - systematic uncertainties
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Charm CPV + mixing results
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[Updated list]

https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/p/Summary_Charm.html

